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PHOTOSTORY



image
/ˈimij/
noun

 
a representation of the external form of a person or thing in art.



storytelling
/ˈstôrēˌteliNG/

noun
 

the activity of telling or writing stories.



why this? how are photos important?

photographs play an important role in everyoneʼs life – they

connect us to our past, they remind us of people, places,

feelings, and stories. they can help us to know who we are.



"a picture's worth a thousand words"
- fred r. barnard



interviews



why are photos important to you?

"They're sentimental to me. It's important to remeber loved ones that have passed. It's
good to look back at memories before certain things that have gone bad in life like
fighting with family, losing them, and it's a nice way to reconnect with old friends."

- jena

"Photos can hold the memory of someone who isnʼt there anymore. They are beautiful
and fun to look at. They can tell you about very vulnerable parts of someone."

- alyssa



what do photos mean to you?

"Photos are like memories. Being able to go back to the past and see what happened at this
moment can truly make you feel something. Even with bad memories, it shows how much has
changed and how you're able to change that and become the better person you aspire to be."

- jena

"Photos are extremely meaningful to me. They are a moment in time. They hold the people you
love after they pass which can mean the world to a person. Personally I love photos and I love

taking them with my friends, family, and girlfriend. They are moments and memories. Sometimes I
find myself sitting on my phone just looking at photos. As I mentioned they are a portal to a certain

time. After losing my grandmother a year ago and my grandfather in January having photos of
them bring me back to those moments with them."

- alyssa



my goal is to get more in depth about taking images through instant

films and really step out of my comfort zone. Using instant films alone

to capture the essence of these subjects and their environment is

powerful already to tell their story. My end product will result in a

editorial magazine called PhotoStory, which will incoporate each

subject's film images and interview all throughout different spreads.
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designbycarlos.com

instagram: @designbycarlos

thank you!


